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IN ASH PARK, THE MONSTERS AREN’T WHO THEY
APPEAR TO BE. Whether he’s hunting sadistic
serial killers or protecting what’s left of
his shattered makeshift family, Detective
Petrosky’s wise-cracking snark and
intolerance for even the tiniest smidge of
nonsense makes him the most endearing jerk to
ever wear a badge. With heart-pounding
twists, multidimensional characters, and
enough fearless intensity to leave you
breathless for more, the Ash Park series by
clinical therapist turned bestselling author
Meghan O’Flynn has everything you could want.
If you liked Gillian Flynn’s Sharp Objects,
Chelsea Cain's Heartsick, or Jo Nesbo's Harry
Hole series, you’ll love Ash Park. This 3
book boxed set includes the first three
thrillers in the Ash Park series — nearly
1,000 compulsively readable pages!
“Mesmerizing, unsettling, and oh, so
addictive. Like the parade of ghoulish
killers Detective Petrosky hunts, you’ll
never leave Ash Park the same.” ~Bestselling
author Mary Widdicks “Haunting…the Ash Park
series should be everyone’s next binge-read.”
~New York Times bestselling author Andra
Watkins “Dark, gritty, and raw, with twists
and turns you don’t see coming. O’Flynn’s Ash
Park series will take your mind prisoner.”
~Bestselling author Kristen Mae “Visceral,
fearless, and immersive.” ~Award-winning
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author Mandi Castle FAMISHED A poem scrawled
in blood. A girl with a secret. And a killer
who will stop at nothing to find her. Ash
Park, a run-down suburb of Detroit, might not
be the most idyllic place to live, but for
Hannah Montgomery, it’s safe. At least, it
feels that way until a serial killer starts
dicing up women from the shelter where she
volunteers. Hannah manages to convince
herself the killings have nothing to do with
her brutal past—but then her boyfriend is
murdered in the same ruthless manner as the
others. And the police think she may have had
something to do with it. The cops are right
about one thing: Hannah is responsible.
Because she knows who the killer is. Now she
must face the fact that she brought a monster
with her to Ash Park—and his appetite for
blood is insatiable. CONVICTION Conviction
means nothing when you’re dead wrong. Shannon
Taylor takes no prisoners—save the ones she
tosses into lockup. Between convicting
criminals as an Ash Park district attorney,
dealing with her jerk ex-husband (who also
happens to be her boss), and caring for her
dying brother, Shannon is already stretched
thin. So she’s less than thrilled when new
evidence from a closed case emerges—evidence
suggesting she threw a young mother in jail
for a murder she didn’t commit. Shannon knows
the girl is hiding something. But something,
or someone, has frightened her into silence.
When Shannon becomes the target of a series
of cryptic and bloody warnings, she begins to
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understand the girl’s fear. But if she wants
to keep her family safe, she has no choice
but to expose the true killer. Will her
persistence free an innocent woman, or will
it turn her family into helpless targets in a
madman’s game? Conviction runs deep. Courage
runs deeper. And nothing in Ash Park is as it
seems. REPRESSED An idyllic family. A
detective with a past. And a sadistic
kidnapper hell-bent on destroying them all.
Newly-married detective Curtis Morrison
spends his days working to heal the ails of
society to make up for his own checkered
past. But though he's come a long way from a
life of deadly secrets he can't fully recall,
not even his wife and baby daughter can
silence the old addiction still rattling
around in his brain. And he's about to learn
that a history like his is not one you can
escape from. When his wife and child go
missing, Morrison finds himself drawn into a
nightmare game controlled by a sadistic
monster hell-bent on making him pay for sins
he's repressed for nearly twenty years. But
whoever took his wife isn't after her—they
want Morrison to suffer. Now Morrison must
reexamine a past he thought he'd left behind
to save the people he loves, awakening a
beast he's worked hard to forget. What he
discovers is far worse than he imagined,
every clue dragging him further from the life
he's painstakingly built. The clock's
ticking. And this time, he might not make it
out alive. “Cunning, delightfully disturbing,
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and addictive, the Ash Park series is an
expertly written labyrinth” (award-winning
author Beth Teliho). You don’t want to miss
this one! For fans of Carolyn Arnold,
Caroline Kepnes and Blake Pierce. ***
KEYWORDS: suspenseful, crime thriller boxed
set, hard boiled detective boxed set,
hardboard box set, detective series, serial
killer series, vigilante justice, dark crime,
serial killer, dark and suspenseful,
kidnapping, revenge, vengeance, hardboiled,
mystery suspense thriller series, hard-boiled
mysteries, female protagonist, pulp, murder,
female lawyer protagonist, noir, noir
thriller, crime noir, hard-boiled mystery,
police procedural, mystery series, crime,
noir, gritty detective novels, psychological
thrillers, serial killers, crime thrillers,
crime fiction, hard boiled detective,
hardboiled detective fiction, hard boiled
noir, hard boiled crime, gritty mysteries,
mystery series books, psychological
thrillers, psychological suspense,
psychological thriller books, noir, pulp,
nail biter mysteries, wise cracking
detective, detective partners, crime fiction,
urban murder mystery, serial killer thriller,
female protagonist, whodunit, whodunnit, nailbiter, intense mystery, suspense fiction,
psychological domestic suspense, family
drama, police stories
From the New York Times bestselling author
who brought you WAIT FOR ME comes the next
emotional love story in Elisabeth Naughton's
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Against All Odds series... He thinks he’s
finally found the one. Mitch Mathews never
believed in love—at least not the happilyever-after kind. Then he met Simone Conners.
One night with the sexy lawyer made him
reevaluate his priorities and look toward a
future he never planned. The only hang-up is
making her see it too. She’s almost ready for
a second chance. What started out as a casual
hook-up with a rugged geologist has turned
into something a whole lot more. Simone’s on
the verge of handing over her heart, but fear
over what Mitch will say and do when he
discovers who she used to be holds her back.
The past could destroy their future… Just
when Simone’s ready to take a chance on
forever with Mitch, her secrets catch up with
her. Suddenly it’s not just her life on the
line, it’s his too. Forced into hiding, Mitch
demands answers, and Simone realizes the only
way to protect everything she holds dear is
to delve into a past she’s spent years trying
to forget. As they search for the truth, they
discover secrets, lies, and a rekindled
passion that burns hotter than before. But
they also uncover a conspiracy that threatens
the very fabric of society. One that could
cost them more than just their future…it
could cost them both their lives. Books in
the Against All Odds Series: WAIT FOR YOU Book 1 WAIT FOR ME - Book 2 HOLD ON TO ME Book 3 MELT FOR ME - Book 4
Hidden Falls is exactly as Samantha Parker
left it--small, insular, and prone to gossip.
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Eighteen years have passed since she
witnessed her brother's murder, but she's
still the talk of the town. Until a handsome
child psychologist with haunting memories of
his own arrives. Dr. Ethan McClane isn't
exactly a newcomer. If it weren't for his
latest case, he'd never set foot back in
Hidden Falls. Thankfully, no one seems to
recognize him as the troubled teen from years
past. Not even Sam, the delightfully sharp
and sexy high school chemistry teacher he
can't stop thinking about. When Sam and Ethan
work together to help one of her students,
sparks ignite. But Sam's hazy memories of a
long-ago night concern Ethan, and unlocking
the repressed images reveals a dark
connection between them. As the horrors of
the past finally come to light, their
relationship isn't the only thing in danger.
A killer will strike again to keep an ugly
secret hidden. This time no one will be safe.
The prequel to the New York Times bestselling
novel, WAIT FOR ME... When Ryan Harrison met
Annie Mathews, he didn’t expect his life to
be turned upside down. One smile from her,
though, one touch of her silky lips, and
every one of his priorities was realigned.
For the past three years, Ryan has juggled
his growing career in the pharmaceutical
industry with Annie finishing school. He’s
even managed to pretend their love affair is
light and casual so as not to spook her. But
now, on the verge of her college graduation,
Ryan’s ready to step things up. Especially
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with the job offer he just received. The only
problem is…Ryan has no idea if Annie feels
the same. And if it turns out this has all
just been a college fling and she doesn’t
want to go with him, he has no idea what
he’ll do next. They say every epic love story
begins somewhere. Sometimes, no matter how
hard you try to hold to that love, it crashes
and burns… Books in the Against All Odds
Series: WAIT FOR YOU - Book 1 WAIT FOR ME Book 2 HOLD ON TO ME - Book 3 MELT FOR ME Book 4
The Fall
House of Sin #2
A Novel
Eternal Guardians #5
Enslaved
Protected
House of Sin #1
Only from New York Times bestselling author
Deanna Raybourn, go back to where it all
began with the original Lady Julia Grey
historical mystery series. “Let the wicked be
ashamed, and let them be silent in the
grave.” These ominous words are the last
threat that Sir Edward Grey receives from his
killer. Before he can show them to Nicholas
Brisbane, the private inquiry agent he has
retained for his protection, he collapses and
dies at his London home, in the presence of
his wife, Julia, and a roomful of dinner
guests. Prepared to accept that Edward’s
death was due to a long-standing physical
infirmity, Julia is outraged when Brisbane
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visits and suggests that her husband was
murdered. It is a reaction she comes to
regret when she discovers damning evidence
for herself, and realizes the truth.
Determined to bring the murderer to justice,
Julia engages the enigmatic Brisbane to help
her investigate Edward’s demise. Dismissing
his warnings that the investigation will be
difficult, if not impossible, Julia presses
forward, following a trail of clues that lead
her to even more unpleasant truths, and ever
closer to a killer who waits expectantly for
her arrival. Previously published. Don’t miss
the complete Lady Julia Grey mystery series
by Deanna Raybourn! Book # 1: Silent in the
Grave Book # 2: Silent in the Sanctuary Book
# 3: Silent on the Moor Book # 3.5: Midsummer
Night (novella) Book # 4: Dark Road to
Darjeeling Book # 5: The Dark Enquiry Book #
5.5: Silent Night (novella) Book # 5.6:
Twelfth Night (novella) Book # 5.7: Bonfire
Night (novella)
ZAGREUS—Dark, depraved, cursed. In every way
the Prince of Darkness. Until he found her.
She was his salvation. His sanity. His
strength. The only constant in his immortal
life. Even when fate ripped her from his
arms, he always found her again. But five
hundred years has passed since her last
death, and with no sign and no guarantee
she'll be sent back, the darkness inside him
is swirling out of control. Then fate drops a
female in his path. One with violet eyes he's
sure he's looked into millions of times
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across multiple lives. Talisa may be the
daughter of the Eternal Guardians' leader,
but Zagreus is convinced she's the missing
half of his tattered soul. He doesn't care
that she doesn't remember him. He'll never
let her deny that wicked-hot connection still
sizzling between them. This time, Zagreus is
willing to risk everything—his present, his
future, his destiny, even war—to keep her.
Because this time, even if he has to hold her
as his prisoner for all eternity, he won't
lose her again. Books in the Eternal
Guardians Series: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella AWAKENED - Book 8
UNCHAINED - Novella HUNTED - Novella ENSNARED
- Novella WICKED - Book 9 **All the books in
the Eternal Guardians series can be read as
stand-alone titles.**
The truth doesn’t always set you free… I’ve
fallen for him. I tried not to, but one
touch, one look, and I’m powerless against
the passion he stirs inside me. I know I need
to be careful. His world is shrouded in
darkness, and his secrets linger, even as the
connection between us grows stronger. I want
him. I want us. But there’s something he
won’t tell me. Something I fear could destroy
what little pleasure we’ve found in each
other. Until I know the truth, I can’t give
myself fully to him. I have to know what he’s
hiding. I need to see what lurks behind the
doors of the House of Sin… Books in the House
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of Sin Series: 1. The Secret 2. The Fall 3.
The Betrayal 4. The Vow 5. The Price 6. The
Choice 7. Bonus Novella: Surrender *?*Note:
This book was previously published as part of
Forbidden by Elisabeth Naughton**
Sometimes a lie is safer than the truth… My
heart and head are engaged in a bitter war.
Every moment with Luc tests my resolve. I
know I’m safer without him, but I still crave
his commanding touch. I still ache for the
brush of his wicked lips. There are forces
that see me as a threat, men who want me out
of his life, but my heart won’t let me leave.
I need Luc. I want him. I will always want
him, even if that wanting puts me in danger.
But there’s still so much he’s keeping from
me. So many secrets lingering in the silence.
If he can’t let me in, if he can’t trust me
the way I need, then there’s no way we can
make it. I won’t live my life in the dark.
Not even for the man I love. If he wants me,
if he loves me, then I have to know what
still torments him behind the doors of the
House of Sin… Books in the House of Sin
Series: 1. The Secret 2. The Fall 3. The
Betrayal 4. The Vow 5. The Price 6. The
Choice 7. Bonus Novella: Surrender **Note:
This book was previously published as part of
Deceived by Elisabeth Naughton**
The Vow
Against All Odds #3
The Sacrament
Extreme Measures
House of Sin #4
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Enraptured
Words of Radiance

Applying fresh tools from economics to explain puzzling
behaviors of religious radicals: Muslim, Christian, and
Jewish; violent and benign. How do radical religious
sects run such deadly terrorist organizations?
Hezbollah, Hamas, Lashkar-e-Taiba, and the Taliban all
began as religious groups dedicated to piety and
charity. Yet once they turned to violence, they became
horribly potent, executing campaigns of terrorism
deadlier than those of their secular rivals. In Radical,
Religious, and Violent, Eli Berman approaches the
question using the economics of organizations. He first
dispels some myths: radical religious terrorists are not
generally motivated by the promise of rewards in the
afterlife (including the infamous seventy-two virgins) or
even by religious ideas in general. He argues that these
terrorists (even suicide terrorists) are best understood
as rational altruists seeking to help their own
communities. Yet despite the vast pool of potential
recruits—young altruists who feel their communities
are repressed or endangered—there are less than a
dozen highly lethal terrorist organizations in the world
capable of sustained and coordinated violence that
threatens governments and makes hundreds of millions
of civilians hesitate before boarding an airplane. What's
special about these organizations, and why are most of
their followers religious radicals? Drawing on parallel
research on radical religious Jews, Christians, and
Muslims, Berman shows that the most lethal terrorist
groups have a common characteristic: their leaders
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have found a way to control defection. Hezbollah,
Hamas, and the Taliban, for example, built loyalty and
cohesion by means of mutual aid, weeding out “free
riders” and producing a cadre of members they could
rely on. The secret of their deadly effectiveness lies in
their resilience and cohesion when incentives to defect
are strong.These insights suggest that provision of
basic social services by competent governments adds a
critical, nonviolent component to counterterrorism
strategies. It undermines the violent potential of radical
religious organizations without disturbing free religious
practice, being drawn into theological debates with
Jihadists, or endangering civilians.
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn
from 3,000 years of the history of power, this is the
definitive guide to help readers achieve for themselves
what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis XIV and
Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine
the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends;
learn how to use enemies Law 3: Conceal your
intentions Law 4: Always say less than necessary. The
text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red
throughout and replete with fables and unique word
sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the
tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures from the
past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy
interview with Jay-Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers
are usually over fast: one or two hits, then styles
change and a new guy comes along. Why have you
endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say
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that it's from still being able to relate to people. It's
natural to lose yourself when you have success, to start
surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws
of Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a
fortress around yourself. I still got the people who grew
up with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This
guy right here (gestures to the studio manager), he's
my friend, and he told me that one of my records,
Volume Three, was wack. People set higher standards
for me, and I love it.
Of the six Montgomery brothers, Zach has always
walked on the wild side. He rocketed to fame playing a
hero in a movie, but off screen he's living in the
shadows. Zach's dark secret: he leads a double life as a
CIA operative. When a mission to stalk a terrorist goes
horribly wrong, Zach's cover is blown. He's on the run
and fighting to stay alive long enough to discover
whom he can trust — and who betrayed him.Jenna
Walters thought she'd married the perfect man — until
she unearthed his terrible secret. Now, desperate to
escape his crosshairs, she and her son take refuge in
Zach's secret hideaway. Sparks fly between Zach and
Jenna even as danger explodes around them.From
Afghanistan to Turkey to the mountains of Colorado,
assassins track them and are closing in. Not only is
Zach's life at stake, but now Jenna and her son are
targets in this high-stakes game.“Perini refreshes
romantic suspense...with high-tech armament and highheat passion.” - Publishers Weekly on In Her Sights
Three years ago, Alec McClane and Raegan Devereaux
lived every parent's worst nightmare: their one-yearPage 13/34
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old daughter, Emma, was abducted from a park when
Alec turned his back for just a moment. Emma was
never found, and presumed dead. The crushing
trauma, plus Alec's unbearable guilt, ended the
couple's marriage. Now a four-year-old girl matching
Emma's profile is found wandering a local park. Alec
and Raegan are heartbroken to discover she's not their
daughter but are newly motivated to find closure...and
each secretly feels desperate to be in the other's
presence again. Alec suspects his vengeful biological
father is behind Emma's disappearance. But as Raegan
investigates other abductions in the area, she sees a
pattern--and begins to wonder if Emma's kidnapping is
actually linked to something more sinister. As Alec and
Raegan race to uncover the truth, a long-burning spark
rekindles into smoldering passion, and they realize they
need each other now more than ever.
Tempted
Awakened
Famished, Conviction, and Repressed
Against All Odds #1
Stolen Chances
Forgotten Legacy

ORPHEUS ̶ To most heʼs an enigma, a devil-maycare rogue who does whatever he pleases whenever
he wants. Now this loose cannon is part of the
Eternal Guardians̶elite warriors assigned to protect
the human realm̶whether he likes it or not.
Orpheus has but one goal: to locate a magical
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medallion with supernatural powers. Heʼs just not
expecting a woman to get in the way, especially not
a Siren as gorgeous as Skyla. Unable to resist her,
the two become unlikely allies. He simply has no
idea sheʼs an assassin sent to seduce, entrap, then
ultimately destroy him. Yet Skyla herself might have
the most to lose. Thereʼs a reason Orpheus feels so
familiar, a reason her body seems to crave him.
Perhaps heʼs not the man everyone thinks… Then
again…maybe heʼs exactly that man. The truth could
reveal a deadly secret as old as the Eternal
Guardians themselves. *** All books in the Eternal
Guardians series can be read in order or as standalones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2
TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED
- Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25
HUNTED - Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella,
Book 8.75 and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
Some doors were never meant to be opened… I
made a fateful mistake. I should never have peeked
behind the doors into his forbidden world. But I did,
and now Iʼm a prisoner. Trapped by the man I
thought I loved. The man I once foolishly trusted.
The man who, despite his lies and deception, I
continue to crave. He can melt my resolve with one
rough, whispered demand, and I feel myself giving in
to the desire he still stirs inside me. And yet, if I want
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to survive, I must find a way to escape. Because if I
donʼt, Iʼm afraid Iʼll be consumed by a shadowy world
that will ultimately destroy me. Lost forever in his
wicked House of Sin… Books in the House of Sin
Series: 1. The Secret 2. The Fall 3. The Betrayal 4.
The Vow 5. The Price 6. The Choice 7. Bonus
Novella: Surrender **Note: This book was previously
published as part of Deceived by Elisabeth
Naughton**
Detective Darek Blake thought the secrets of his
past were long buried, but when a young girl is
murdered in a familiar way, finding the killer will not
only bring back memories heʼs repressed, but give
him a golden opportunity to impress the FBI. So,
when his partner, Special Agent Lizzy McNamara
digs up evidence thatʼs a little too close to home,
heʼs shaken to the core. The worst sin heʼs ever
committed bubbles up, threatening to destroy his
future. Are the Zodiac killings a coincidence or is
someone toying with him, and if so… who? Warning:
This is the first book in a thirteen-book series. Every
book has a cliffhanger of some sort as we're telling
the story of a serial killer. There will be a book out on
the last Thursday of every month until we get to
December, where book 13 will reveal everything. We
invite you to join us on this year long journey and try
as hard as you can to figure out... whodunit! There is
cursing, violent situations, a bit of gore and murder in
almost every book. Enjoy!!
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DAMON ‒ For twenty-five years heʼs served as a
slave. With no memory of his past, he has no way of
knowing if this is his ultimate fate, but he senses
there has to be more to life. Damonʼs hope for more
comes in the form of the Sirensʼ newest recruit.
Elysia is unlike any trainee heʼs ever met. Not only
can she remember where she came from, but she
has an instant connection to Damon, one heʼs never
felt and doesnʼt understand. Soon Damon is willing
to do anything to have Elysia. Even risk the wrath of
his captors so he can keep her for himself. But
Damonʼs past isnʼt a mystery to everyone. Evil forces
are at work beneath the surface, and before long,
Damon realizes that the connection he shares with
Elysia isnʼt a random coincidence. His fate̶and the
darkness it brings̶was cemented long ago. And
when it is finally revealed, no one will be safe. *** All
books in the Eternal Guardians series can be read in
order or as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1
ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3
ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5
BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8
UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75
and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
Wait For You
In Her Sights
Gone
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Eternal Guardians #2
The Secret
Chaste Blood
Stolen Fury

Even second chances can be stolen...
Archaeologist Maren Hudson lost everything when
a member of her team was killed during a routine
dive. Nine years later she's rebuilt her life, but a
secret from her past forces her back into the
career she left behind. Salvage expert Thad
Leighton has been in an emotional void since his
brother's murder, but when the opportunity for
revenge arises, he can't say no. Especially since it
means being reunited with the one woman he's
never been able to forget. Passion sparks
between Maren and Thad as they work the dig
together in Mexico. But when Thad uncovers
Maren's secret, the second chance they both
thought they'd found is suddenly in jeopardy.
Because Thad will have to choose between the
vengeance that's driven him all these years, or a
love that has the power to heal them both.
DEMETRIUS — He’s the hulking, brooding warrior
his fellow Guardians avoid. Too dark. Too
damaged. And given his heritage, he knows it’s
best to keep everyone at arm’s length. Isadora is
missing. The words pound through his head like a
frantic drumbeat. For her own protection,
Demetrius did all he could to avoid the fragile
princess. Now she’s gone—kidnapped. To get her
back, he’ll have to go to the black place in his
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soul he’s always shunned. As daemons ravage
the human realm and his loyalty to the Guardians
is put to the ultimate test, Demetrius realizes that
Isadora is stronger than anyone thought. And
finally letting her into his heart may be the only
way to save them both. *** All books in the
Eternal Guardians series can be read in order or
as stand-alones: MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED Book 2 TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED
- Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book
8.75 and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
Two years ago Jasmine "Jazz" Parker, Jefferson
County SWAT's only female sniper, drove away
the one man she believed she could love--exArmy Ranger turned reporter Luke
Montgomery--to keep her past hidden. Now a
vicious enemy is bent on destroying her life,
forcing Jazz to turn to the one man she can never
have in order to stop a killer before she and
everyone she cares about pays the ultimate price.
RepressedMontlake Romance
House of Sin #3
Eternal Guardians #3
Forgotten Secrets
Against All Odds #2
The Choice
Unspeakable
The Zodiac Killer
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A sadistic killer stalks the summer beaches of Oregon,
striking at random locations and then the small coastal
city of Cutter Point. As newly hired Cutter Point police
chief Kevin Kearnes battles for control of his
dysfunctional agency, fighting corrupt city officials and
members within his own department, an accidental
meeting with a beautiful and secretive woman leads to a
second chance at love. That is, until an old horror from his
past resurfaces, manifesting itself in the same murder
cases he's investigating, and Kearnes is about to learn that
the most dangerous secrets to keep are the ones you don't
know you have."
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book Two of the
Stormlight Archive, continues the immersive fantasy epic
that The Way of Kings began. Expected by his enemies to
die the miserable death of a military slave, Kaladin
survived to be given command of the royal bodyguards, a
controversial first for a low-status "darkeyes." Now he
must protect the king and Dalinar from every common
peril as well as the distinctly uncommon threat of the
Assassin, all while secretly struggling to master
remarkable new powers that are somehow linked to his
honorspren, Syl. The Assassin, Szeth, is active again,
murdering rulers all over the world of Roshar, using his
baffling powers to thwart every bodyguard and elude all
pursuers. Among his prime targets is Highprince Dalinar,
widely considered the power behind the Alethi throne. His
leading role in the war would seem reason enough, but the
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Assassin's master has much deeper motives. Brilliant but
troubled Shallan strives along a parallel path. Despite
being broken in ways she refuses to acknowledge, she
bears a terrible burden: to somehow prevent the return of
the legendary Voidbringers and the civilization-ending
Desolation that will follow. The secrets she needs can be
found at the Shattered Plains, but just arriving there
proves more difficult than she could have imagined.
Meanwhile, at the heart of the Shattered Plains, the
Parshendi are making an epochal decision. Hard pressed
by years of Alethi attacks, their numbers ever shrinking,
they are convinced by their war leader, Eshonai, to risk
everything on a desperate gamble with the very
supernatural forces they once fled. The possible
consequences for Parshendi and humans alike, indeed, for
Roshar itself, are as dangerous as they are incalculable.
Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy
Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension The
Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy
of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection
Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series
Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The Scrivener's Bones
The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark
Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books
by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
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applied.
GRYPHON — Honorable, loyal, dependable…tainted. He
was the ultimate warrior before imprisonment changed
him in ways he can’t ignore. Come to me. You can’t
resist. The voice calls to him, but Gryphon will not allow
himself to be ruled by the insidious whispers in his head.
There’s one way to stop them: kill the evil being who
enslaved him. With so much darkness inside, though, he
can’t be sure what’s real anymore. Even the Eternal
Guardians, those who protect the human realm, want to
exile him. They’re not sure he can be trusted. Finding
Maelea is like a miracle. Somehow, he doesn’t feel the
dark pull when she’s near. He’s determined to keep her
as near as possible, whether she wants him close or not.
But proximity spurs temptation. A temptation that will test
every bit of control he has left. One that may ultimately
have the power to send him back to his imprisonment or
free him from his chains for good. *** All the Eternal
Guardians books can be read in order or as stand-alone
stories. MARKED - Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2
TEMPTED - Book 3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4
ENSLAVED - Book 5 BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED Book 7 RAVAGED - Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED Book 8 UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book 8.75 and
coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of
Droon! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends
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have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs, but that was the
easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World,
and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie,
and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against
mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents, and
powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he
destroys the Upper World -- for good?
The New Economics of Terrorism
The Secret History
Little Blue Whales
Against All Odds #4
Wait For Me
Eternal Guardians #4
House of Sin #6
When a mission blows up in CIA operative Eve
Wolfe's face she his labeled a traitor and put in
the custody of an elite member of Aegis Security,
Zane Archer, who just happens to be her exlover. Original.
Behind the doors of the House of Sin, no one is
ever safe… I love him. It’s the only truth that
matters now. I’ve cast my old life aside and
given myself fully to his wants and desires, to
the fire he alone ignites inside me. And together,
we’ve found strength and salvation in each
other. But there are evil forces, people who see
me as a threat that must be undone. I trust that
our love can withstand any test, but I can’t
ignore the growing shadows lurking beyond our
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door. Because I understand now that those
shadows are not waiting to destroy me as I once
feared. They’ve come for him. To steal him away
from me for good. And to finally and completely
engulf him in a sinister world he’s eluded for so
long. In the inescapable darkness of the House
of Sin… Books in the House of Sin Series: 1. The
Secret 2. The Fall 3. The Betrayal 4. The Vow 5.
The Price 6. The Choice 7. Bonus Novella:
Surrender *?*Note: This book was previously
published as part of Undone by Elisabeth
Naughton**
In a volatile world where love leads to certain
death, she must eliminate the one destined to be
her undoing... Princess Sinna longs to be more
than a useless ornament. So when a ritual
reveals her fated mate is the powerful ruler of the
Blood Court, she's eager to prove she's a Hunter
by taking his life. Vowing to resist falling for him
or losing her immortality, she sets out to seduce
him to his inevitable destruction. Vampire King
Maddox buries his loneliness behind his cruel
persona. But after a beautiful woman catches his
attention, he's drawn into a deadly game of
ruthless attraction. And when passions become
too explosive to ignore, he's willing to risk
having her in his arms. As Sinna gets closer to
completing her mission, she toes a treacherous
line between stalker and prey. But with Maddox
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focused on the demands of his realm and the
temptress in his sights, a hidden danger lurks in
the shadows ready to strike. Will the pair's
insatiable desire survive an inescapable curse or
send them to their doom? Chaste Blood is the
first book in the steamy Repressed Royals
paranormal romance series. If you like strongwilled characters, dark twists, and sensuous
surprises, then you'll adore Brittni Chenelle's
seductive adventure. Buy Chaste Blood to deny
a fatal destiny today!
New York Times Bestseller, USA Today
Bestseller, Wall Street Journal Bestseller, Digital
Book World Bestseller & IndieReader Bestseller!
A woman without a past… After a tragic accident
left her with no memory, Kate Alexander
struggled to fit in with a husband and world that
didn’t feel right. She’s had no reason to
question what friends and family have told her,
not until her husband is suddenly killed and she
finds a photo of a young girl in his office. A girl
who can’t be anyone but a daughter Kate didn’t
know she had. A man desperate for a reason to
live… Ryan Harrison lost his wife in a plane crash
five years ago. To cope with the pain of her loss,
he dedicated himself to his job and to raising
their daughter. Now a successful pharmaceutical
executive, Ryan has everything a man could
want—money, fame and power—but he’d give it all
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up in a heartbeat for just one more day with the
woman he still loves. Two lives about to
converge. As Kate begins to dig into a past she
doesn’t remember, evidence leads her to San
Francisco and puts her on the path toward Ryan,
a man who sees in her the woman he loved and
lost. Kate feels a draw to Ryan, one she can’t
explain, but is that feeling enough to convince
her this is where she’s supposed to be? As
Ryan and Kate search for answers, they uncover
lies long buried, a passion hotter than either
expected and a danger that threatens…even
now…when the second chance they’ve both been
searching for is finally within reach. **2013
Bookie Award Winner - Best ebook Novel of the
Year! **2012 Readers' Crown Awards Nominee Best Romantic Suspense! Books in the Against
All Odds Series: WAIT FOR YOU - Book 1 WAIT
FOR ME - Book 2 HOLD ON TO ME - Book 3
MELT FOR ME - Book 4
Radical, Religious, and Violent
Wicked
The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
Book Two of the Stormlight Archive
Melt For Me
The Ash Park Series Box Set, Books 1-3
Entwined

Royce Walker, a former FBI Agent, who’s opened a
private security firm with his brothers, has always had
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the hots for the prim, proper Assistant District Attorney,
but considered her hand’s off because of a family
connection. However, when danger threatens Lauren, he
isn’t willing to stand by and watch her get hurt. Now the
passion for survival is only rivaled by the passion burning
between them. And that passion, might just be the death
of them both.
The haunting, vivid story of a nun whose past returns to
her in unexpected ways, all while investigating a
mysterious death and a series of harrowing abuse claims
A young nun is sent by the Vatican to investigate
allegations of misconduct at a Catholic school in Iceland.
During her time there, on a gray winter’s day, a young
student at the school watches the school’s headmaster,
Father August Franz, fall to his death from the church
tower. Two decades later, the child—now a grown man,
haunted by the past—calls the nun back to the scene of
the crime. Seeking peace and calm in her twilight years
at a convent in France, she has no choice to make a trip
to Iceland again, a trip that brings her former visit, as well
as her years as a young woman in Paris, powerfully and
sometimes painfully to life. In Paris, she met an Icelandic
girl who she has not seen since, but whose acquaintance
changed her life, a relationship she relives all while
reckoning with the mystery of August Franz’s death and
the abuses of power that may have brought it on. In The
Sacrament, critically acclaimed novelist Olaf Olafsson
looks deeply at the complexity of our past lives and
selves; the faulty nature of memory; and the indelible
mark left by the joys and traumas of youth. Affecting and
beautifully observed, The Sacrament is both propulsively
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told and poignantly written—tinged with the tragedy of
life’s regrets but also moved by the possibilities of
redemption, a new work from a novelist who consistently
surprises and challenges.
From NYT Bestselling Author Elisabeth Naughton, the
third book in the emotional Against All Odds series...
Yuletide Spirits pub owner Ella Maclean doesn’t do
holidays. In fact, she’d be perfectly happy if the calendar
jumped from November to January, bypassing
December all together. Known as Holly, North Carolina’s
infamous Scrooge, Ella’s singular focus is to capitalize
on the silly tourists who flock to the winter-wonderlandthemed town so she can forget everything she lost on a
cold, snowy night long ago. Then rock’s latest “it” guy,
Tate Kendrick, rolls into town. Tate’s determined to break
through Ella’s frigid barriers, and though Ella tries to
resist his wicked charm, the heat they once shared as
teens flares hotter than ever. Slowly, Ella’s frozen heart
begins to thaw. But when trouble linked to the rock star
strikes at her pub, Ella suddenly starts to wonder if the
return of her first love is the holiday miracle she’s been
too afraid to hope for, or if bad boy Tate Kendrick is
nothing more than her nightmare before Christmas.
Books in the Against All Odds Series: WAIT FOR YOU Book 1 WAIT FOR ME - Book 2 HOLD ON TO ME Book 3 MELT FOR ME - Book 4
She has no idea what lurks behind the forbidden doors of
the House of Sin… He is temptation. Forbidden fruit. A
craving I can’t seem to resist. I went after him in search
of answers, certain he had blood on his hands. Now I’ve
fallen prey to his seductive looks and commanding
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charisma. I know he is a threat. He’s entwined in a
dangerous world I don’t understand. But that doesn’t
stop me from aching for his touch, for the taste of his
wicked lips. Before I can truly surrender to the fire
smoldering between us, I need to know more. I have to
see behind the doors he keeps firmly locked. I need to
discover what he’s hiding in the shadowy world known as
the House of Sin… Books in the House of Sin Series: 1.
The Secret 2. The Fall 3. The Betrayal 4. The Vow 5.
The Price 6. The Choice 7. Bonus Novella: Surrender
**Note: This book was previously published as part of
Forbidden by Elisabeth Naughton**
The Price
The Betrayal
Eternal Guardians #9
House of Sin #5
Repressed
Silent in the Grave
Hold On To Me

The heroine is an archaeologist looking for
three ancient Greek artifacts called the Furies,
and the hero is a thief who tried to seduce her
to get the Furies for himself.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A
contemporary literary classic and "an
accomplished psychological thriller ...
absolutely chilling" (Village Voice), from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Goldfinch.
Under the influence of their charismatic
classics professor, a group of clever, eccentric
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misfits at an elite New England college
discover a way of thinking and living that is a
world away from the humdrum existence of
their contemporaries. But when they go
beyond the boundaries of normal morality
their lives are changed profoundly and
forever, and they discover how hard it can be
to truly live and how easy it is to kill.
No one escapes the House of Sin… They tried
to destroy us. I almost lost him. But our
connection was too strong. Our passion, too
powerful. Together, we are unbreakable.
Which means we are in more danger than
ever. The dark forces in this world will stop at
nothing now to get Luc away from me. And
while I’m trying to remain brave, to be the
woman Luc needs so we can find a way out of
this nightmare, in my heart I fear this might
be the end. Because this time the threat isn’t
only from them. It’s from me. In lies and
secrets made to keep him safe. In a betrayal
my heart screams he will never be able to
forgive. After all this time, after everything
we’ve been through, it’s finally come to this.
To living or dying in the House of Sin… Books
in the House of Sin Series: 1. The Secret 2.
The Fall 3. The Betrayal 4. The Vow 5. The
Price 6. The Choice 7. Bonus Novella:
Surrender **Note: This book was previously
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published as part of Undone by Elisabeth
Naughton**
A passion to live for--and to die for--in the
RITA-winning series from New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author Elisabeth
Naughton. Up-and-coming designer Kelsey
McClane is on the cusp of success. Recently
divorced, she should be enjoying her
newfound freedom and glamorous future.
Instead, she's living in fear of the past. When
she returns home to Portland on a press tour,
danger creeps closer than ever. As
threatening messages from her bitter exhusband leave her vulnerable, a new man in
her life makes her feel protected. Former
Army Ranger turned security professional
Hunter O'Donnell is hired to guard Kelsey.
When a shattering explosion rocks her world,
Kelsey's ex is the prime suspect, but Hunter
speculates there's more to the situation than
Kelsey's letting on. Intent on keeping her safe,
he delves into Kelsey's past. As the two work
together to unmask her stalker's identity, a
fire ignites between them that they both
struggle to contain. While the investigation
proceeds, it draws them closer not only to
each other but also to a lethal plot that's been
in the works behind their backs. And with
each new secret unveiled, it's not just
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temptation putting them at risk--it's a
madman who will not stop until Kelsey is
dead.
Eternal Guardians #8
Hot Secrets
Forbidden
The 48 Laws Of Power
Behind the Lies
ZANDER — The most feared of all the
Eternal Guardians. It’s rumored he can’t be
killed, and he always fights like he has
nothing to lose. But even he has to have a
vulnerability… somewhere. Forces of
daemons are gathering and have broken
through the barriers of the mortal realm.
Now more than ever the Eternal Guardians
are needed to protect both their own world
and the human realm. Zander can’t afford
to think about what might have been with
the bewitching physician he once regarded
as his soul mate. But with eternity
stretching before him, he also can’t fathom
spending his life without the one woman
who makes him feel most alive. Perhaps
he’s found his weakness, after all… *** All
books in the Eternal Guardians series can be
read in order or as stand-alones: MARKED Book 1 ENTWINED - Book 2 TEMPTED - Book
3 ENRAPTURED - Book 4 ENSLAVED - Book 5
BOUND - Book 6 TWISTED - Book 7 RAVAGED
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- Novella, Book 7.5 AWAKENED - Book 8
UNCHAINED - Novella, Book 8.25 HUNTED Novella, Book 8.5 ENSNARED - Novella, Book
8.75 and coming soon... WICKED - Book 9
Forgotten secrets. Forgotten lies. A family
legacy...A determined killer. On the
outskirts of Singing River, Wyoming, a
couple dies in a fire that ravages their
remote mountain home. Everyone believes
it's a tragic accident--except FBI profiler
Riley Lambert. She isn't convinced, and
neither is her fiancé, ex-Navy SEAL turned
sheriff Thayne Blackwood. When they
discover that the couple's daughter is
missing, Riley's dark memories of her own
sister's kidnapping ratchet up the urgency
to find the girl--before it's too late. Racing
through a maze of deceit and a buried past,
the pair find themselves under attack from
an unknown assailant. Dodging danger,
they follow a tangled web of clues pointing
to a forgotten secret that Thayne's
Alzheimer's-stricken grandmother holds
dear. But when their deadly investigation
veers too close to home and brings a
twisted killer to Riley's and Thayne's
doorsteps, can they save those they love
and stop the murderer before time runs
out?
At age ten, Riley Lambert watched
helplessly as her sister was abducted from
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her bedroom. Fifteen years later, she s
channeled the pain of her past into a career
as an FBI profiler. Riley devotes her life to
bringing violent criminals to justice and
secretly uses government resources to
search for her sister, who was never found.
When Riley gets a call from the only man
who s ever swept her off her feet with a
killer two-step and dangerous smile ex-Navy
SEAL Thayne Blackwood of Singing River,
Wyoming it stirs up dark memories. Thayne
s sister, Cheyenne, has been kidnapped.
There are no leads, and the only witness is
the victim s Alzheimer s-afflicted
grandmother. Desperate to find Cheyenne,
Thayne needs Riley s expertise. With time
running short, they delve into dangerous
small-town secrets while fighting against an
increasingly ruthless adversary. But when
her past and his present collide in a
shocking revelation, can they overcome the
secrets that have kept them apart?"
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